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Attributive modification and definiteness 
 
In this paper we focus on the syntax (and semantics) of modification markers (MMs). MMs appear with 
adnominal modifiers. We restrict our presentation to adjectival modification. MMs appear in a variety of 
unrelated languages and are usually spelled out as (a) definite determiners (Greek Determiner 
Spreading/Polydefiniteness, Semitic definiteness agreement markers, Romanian and Aromanian 
‘demonstratives’, ‘adjectival determiners’ in Albanian, Colloquial Slovenian, or Swiss German, Double 
Definiteness/Den-support in Scandinavian, for instance), (b) definite adjectival morphology (Slavic and 
Baltic) or (c) modificational particles (Chinese de or Persian ezafe). In the examples in p. 2 the MMs are 
in boldface. The contexts in (3)-(13) have been treated as being distinct phenomena. We argue for a 
unified analysis. From the study of the typology of MMs we concentrate on the following generalizations: 
a) With the exception of Albanian, MMs do not occur with APs in predicative position. 
b) There is a link between definiteness and the occurrence of MMs. In many languages, MMs occur only 

in definite DPs. In no language do MMs appear in indefinite DPs only. 
c) MMs allow for a more flexible ordering of the adjectives with respect to the noun and each other; 

adjectives bearing an MM are more external with respect to the noun than bare adjectives (without 
MMs). Adjectival modification introduced by MMs can be characterized as indirect modification, cf. 
Sproat and Shih (1991), Cinque (2005). 

 Elaborating on Larson (1991 and subsequent work), we argue that determiners project DP shells which 
host the NP and the AP(s) and, in addition, that different definiteness domains (a definite and a non-
definite one, for instance) can co-exist inside the DP. The link between definite DPs and the occurrence of 
MMs follows from the analysis of definite determiners as heads thematically selecting for a restrictive 
modifier, cf. Vendler (1967), Larson (1991). 
 Adapting Kayne’s (1997, 1998b, 2004) analysis of prepositional complementizers, we propose that an 
initial D-head is licensed on top of the thematic XP-complex in (1): 
   
(1) D0 [XP NP X0 AP] 
 
 This D0 attracts modifiers to a prenominal position and raises to the topmost D projection: 
 
(2) [DPMax D0j … [DP1 APi tj [XP NP X0 ti]]] 
 
  
 Determiner Spreading phenomena and definiteness agreement phenomena are derived from these 
operations (or their iterative application). Language PF-independent conditions will be shown to 
determine the spell-out of the multiple occurrences of D0 in (2) (cf. Boškovic 2001). 
 Finally, we consider two aspects of the semantics of adjectival modification involving MMs: the relation 
between adjectives in predicative position and attributive adjectives involving MMs, and the relation 
between restrictiveness and MM adjectival modification. It has been claimed for certain languages featuring 
MMs that MM adjectival modification is restricted to intersective adjectives that can appear in predicative 
position (see, for instance, Alexiadou and Wilder 1998) and that MM adjectival modification is limited to 
restrictive modification (see, for instance, Kolliakou 2004). We argue that neither the predicative nature of 
the adjective nor restrictive modification are necessary conditions for MM adjectival modification.   
(3) to vivlio  to   kalo       (4) vajz-a    e     bukur        (5)  ta frišn pofabran bicikl                
      book the good                  girl-def AD  nice                 TA freshly painted bike                                      
      ‘the good book’               ‘the nice girl’                       ‘the freshly painted bike’                                    
       Greek                                Albanian                              Colloquial Slovenian                                        
               cf. Androutsopoulou (2001)                                         cf. Marušic and Žaucer (2005)                  



(6) om-lu atsel bun-lu                 (7) marul (cel) ros           (8) ha-sepr ha-gadol 
      man-the that (the) good-the         apple-the CEL red           the book the big 
     ‘the good man’                             ‘the red apple’                 ‘the big book’ 
      Aromanian                                   Romanian                        Hebrew  
cf. Campos and Stavrou (2004)               cf. Cornilescu (2004)         cf. Wintner (2000)             
(9) d-i              rot rosä               (10) den          gul-e          skjorta 
     the-AGRA red rose                       DEF-SG   yellow-W  shirt-DEF.FEM.SG 
                                                       ‘the yellow shirt’ 
     Swiss German                            Norwegian 
     cf. Leu (2007)                           cf. Julien (2003)                                                      
(11) a. noviyj bog?       (12) hao de shu          (13) otâq-e       kuchik 
           new-DEF god            good DE book               room-EZ  small 
           ‘the new god’                        
Old Church Slavonic          Chinese                                      Persian                                     
cf. Lyons (1999)                     cf. Simpson (2002)                        cf. Gomeshi (1997) 
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